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HALLOWEEN: SPELLS, SKULL and BONES 

 

Aleister Crowley – a high occultist who taught “Do what thou wilt” shall be the 

whole of the law. 

 

Think about Michael Jackson doing the moon walk as we talk about 
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  The Occult Lesson of Reversal 

One of Crowley's chief insistances was that his followers learn and put into 
practice the Occult Law of Reversal. In the many various and sundry classes he 
instructed in his home in the occult, he invariably instructed his multitude of 
excited students in this major law of satan. 

Those who want fame, power, spell-casting abilities, demons at their beck and 
call, and to recognize the godhead within, as well as to know the past, present, 
and future, he extolled to his apt students, must consistently, with intensity, 
practice talking (reverse speech), walking, thinking, and playing phonograph 
records, backwards. This is a form of divination, and we are warned against this in 
the Holy Bible. 

 

St. Peter’s Basilica – Above all is the all seeing eye of lucifer/evil eye/eye of 
horus/ra – the sun god, then there is the Masonic cross with a dove symbolizing 
Ashtaroth/Isis/Diana.  The columns spiral their way from the top to the floor like a 
slithering snake.  The whole thing is dark and evil. 

  The Two Most Important Laws of Satanism 

The first law, the "Law of Reversal," is the crux of Satanism! Consider the 
following: 
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 The Black Mass: The entire Roman Catholic litergy of the Mass is performed 
backwards, or in reverse. Everything is read backwards, or in reversed 
speech. The Cross in the Black Mass is hung upside down (reverse) over the 
satanic altar. 

 The Anti-Christ: This signals the reverse or direct opposite of Christ. 

 Heaven is the reversal of Hell. Heaven is up. Hell is down. 

 God is Light. The Devil is Dark. 

 

St. Peter’s throne in St. Peter’s Basillica in Rome 

 

Sun worship plain and simple – worshipping baal. 
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Think about what is implied as people bow and kiss the pope’s ring. 

The second law, "Self-Awareness": 

This sounds modern, but in effect comes from ancient Babylon. The teachings 
basically are: All is one. Man is a divine being within. Life's purpose is to realize 
the divine within. Other terms used to describe this are Nirvana, the atonement 
or at-one-ment, God-consciousness, the satori, and the samadhi. 

This state of Gnosis, or Self-Realization of who you are can be finally attained, 
though yoga meditation or the like, only by turning within. Then, you self-realize 
that all life and all about you is Maya, or Self-Illusion. When this is achieved, you 
now recognize you are god! 
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One day recently as I was at Wal-Mart I walked by these shirts and when I did I 

thought, something is going on with the word LOVE on that shirt.  At that moment 

I thought about how the occult like to do things in reverse.  Just as the word live 

to them means evil.  Or Oprah Winfrey’s network OWN = NWO (New World 

Order).  I sounded it out and it sounds like evil.  It doesn’t matter that it is spelled 

differently, the sound is the same.  Also the cancy corn is a triangle facing up and 

the V is a triangle facing down / as above so below.  Opposite.   

 

 

This is a symbol of death.  And X is a symbol of the sun god 

baal/osirus/nimrod/satan. 
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Hitler was big into the occult.  No surprise to find the skull and bones on the hats 

the Nazi’s wore.   
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Former President George Bush standing by the clock.  The skull is supposedly 

Geronimo’s skull.  A collage of Bush hailing his god lucifer. 
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In the Old Testament, dead things were a picture of sin.  God forbid the Israelites 

to touch anything dead.  If they did, they were considered defiled and had a 

process to go through to be considered clean before God again.  Why are we 

putting these things on our children?  As Christians, I pray this ministers to you 

and you think about what these things mean.  And begin to avoid those things 

that honor satan and his kingdom.  Live holy for a Holy God. 

 

 

 

 

Info. On Crowley  

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1182.cfm 

satanic law of reversal and “you are gods” 

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1182.cfm
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http://www.ih2000.net/chembio/occult.htm 

https://www.timetravelturtle.com/st-peters-basilica-vatican-holy-see/ 

https://seeker401.wordpress.com/2014/11/22/skull-and-bones-sued-over-

geronimos-remains/ 
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